
Antenna Permanent Mounting Plate for 2015 Chevrolet Silverado 3500 Truck 
VMP-AM-GM-SLVD-2015-3500

                    

                      

                    

VMP-AM-GM-SLVD-2015-3500 Mounting Plate for Antennas Ratings/Features:

Type: Mounting Plate Durable Construction
Compatible Truck Models: 2015 Chevrolet Silverado 3500 Aluminum Mounting Plate & Bracket
Frame Material: Aluminum Works with Most Antennas
Mounting Plate Material: Aluminum Weatherproof Seal
Bracket Material: Aluminum Made in the USA
Weight: 3 lb
Windload: Highway Speeds Special Orders- Requirements
Weight Capacity: 20 lb Contact us for special requirements
Installation: Via Rear Cab Lights Toll Free: 1-800-369-6671
Seal: Weatherproof Intl: 1-214-616-6180
Compatible Spotlights: Any Permanent Mount Antenna of up to 20 lb E-mail: sales@larsonelectronics.com

Made in Texas
The VMP-AM-GM-SLVD-2015-3500 from Larson Electronics is a
Permanent Antenna Mounting Plate that allows operators to install up to
four antennas on their 2015 Chevrolet Silverado 3500 aluminum body
pickup trucks without drilling any holes. This antenna mounting plate is
ideal for law enforcement, DOT workers and anyone else who needs to
easily mount an antenna, but doesn`t want to drill holes in their truck.
This lightweight mounting plate allows operators to mount antennas on
their trucks without drilling into the body of the truck itself. This
mounting plate can support antenna arrays of up to 20 lb. The VMP-AM-
GM-SLVD-2015-3500 features four predrilled 1/2" holes for antenna
mounting and is compatible with 2015 Chevrolet Silverado 3500
aluminum body pickup trucks .
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The VMP-AM-GM-SLVD-2015-3500 is constructed in Texas from durable
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aluminum for the frame, brackets and the mounting plate surface. This mounting
plate has been designed for 2015 Chevrolet Silverado 3500 aluminum body
pickup trucks and offers operators a sturdy and reliable platform to deploy
permanent mount CB antennas, radio antennas and antennas from other
equipment on the top of their truck for optimal performance. The VMP-AM-GM-
SLVD-2015-3500 is installed via the rear cab lights and has a weatherproof seal
on the back side for secure, dry installation and protection against scrapes to the
body of the truck. The mounting plate requires absolutely no drilling for
installation and is powder coated for added durability, can support up to 20 lbs
and is offered in a black, white, or grey finish. The VVMP-AM-GM-SLVD-2015-
3500 also features a windload okay for highway speeds. (User provided
equipment may vary.)
Installation of Lights/Equipment: The VMP-AM-GM-SLVD-2015-3500 comes
predrilled with four 1/2" holes that allow for the secure mounting of various
antennas. Depending on the number of holes required for mounting various types
of antennas, this mounting plate can hold up to four antennas. Then the entire
assembly can be mounted to the truck via the third brake light as explained
below.
Truck Installation: The VMP-AM-GM-SLVD-2015-3500 is easy to install and
requires absolutely NO drilling to mount to the truck. This mounting plate installs
via the 3rd brake light on 2015 Chevrolet Silverado 3500 aluminum body pickup
trucks between the body of the truck cab and the light. Operators simply remove
their 3rd brake light, position the mounting plate bracket and reinstall the light
through the bracket.
Having a reverse camera in the third 3rd brake light (NOT in the tailgate or
bumper) will change the mounting bracket design. Those with a camera must
choose the "camera" option in order to get the correct design. Please choose the
appropriate option below.
*Please note that the VMP-AM-GM-SLVD-2015-3500 is designed for
trucks with incandescent 3rd brake lights ONLY. Operators with LED 3rd
brake lights will require the VMP-AM-GM-SLVD-2015-3500-LED.
Incandescent mounting plates and LED mounting plates are NOT
interchangeable.*

Steel Body
VMP-AM-GM-SLVD-2014-1500 Aluminum Plate For
Mounting Permanent Mount Antennas

Applications: Hunting, fishing, off-roading, property management, security,
search and rescue, farming operations, law enforcement, DOT and any other
applications for which a roof mounted antenna is needed for 2015 Chevrolet
Silverado 3500 (including GMC Sierra, same trim packages) aluminum body
pickup trucks.

At Larson Electronics, we do more than meet your lighting needs. We also provide
replacement, retrofit, and upgrade parts as well as industrial grade power
accessories. Our craftsmen can custom build any lighting system and/or
accessories to fit the unique demands of your operation. A commitment to
honesty, quality, and dependability has made Larson Electronics a leader in the
lighting and electronics business since 1973. Contact us today at 800-369-6671
or message sales@larsonelectronics.com for more information about our custom
options tailored to meet your specific industry needs.
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Options:
VMP-AM-GM-SLVD-2015-3500-Camera Config-Color

Example: VMP-AM-GM-SLVD-2015-3500-CAM-CAM

Camera Config
CAMERA -CAM
NO CAMERA -NOCAM

Color
BLACK -CAM
WHITE -NOCAM
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